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1
Accounting: its foundations
Introduction
The book will concentrate on the operation of a business which is owned by one 
person; that is, a sole trader, who operates a business that buys and sells goods with 
the intention of making a profit.

The books of the business will evolve from the accounting equation to the entry 
of business transactions in the General journal and then Specialised journals. These 
journals are then summarised in the General ledger, a trial balance is made from those 
account balances and reports are prepared showing details of the sales, cost of goods 
sold, expenses and profit in the income statement as well as what the business owns 
and owes in the balance sheet.
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Business
The business being considered is a small- to medium-sized sole trader; that is, a business owned by 
one person who often employs other people in the business. It is a trading business that buys and 
sells goods.

A medium-sized sole trader’s business might consist of the following departments or sections:
•	 sales: the selling of the goods to various customers
•	 despatch: the sending or delivering of goods that have been sold
•	 receiving: the accepting of goods that have been purchased
•	 warehouse: the holding or storage of goods before sale
•	 accounting: the recording and reporting of transactions
•	 human	resources	(personnel): the employment and payment of employees.

Some sections, such as the receiving and warehouse sections, will often interact with each other. 
All sections, however, will interact with accounting as well as indirectly through accounting to each 
other (see figure 1.1). These interactions will occur no matter which industry group the business 
belongs to: primary, secondary, transport or service.

Figure 1.1 The business cycle
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Management
The objective of the owner or manager of a business is to plan, lead, organise and control the 
business to enable a reasonable return of profit on the money put into the business by the owner.

Accounting is an important part of this management system, which is sometimes referred to as 
the management information system, or MIS.

If the business plans to expand into a new area, it has to consider whether there is a market, 
whether the goods can be supplied and if there are trained human resources or personnel available 
in the business. These are questions that accounting cannot directly answer. Accounting, however, 
needs to be able to place a money or dollar value on the cost or benefit of each of these areas and 
the results of the various alternatives considered. This financial information will help the owner 
decide whether it is worth expanding in an area or whether to look for different alternatives.

Accounting
Accounting is not a science; neither is it an art. Perhaps the compromise is that accounting is an 
ongoing process, the details of which may change over time as the business either expands or contracts.

Accounting is:
•	 a	means	to	an	end	and	not	an	end	in	itself
•	 important	as	an	aid	to	the	successful	management	of	a	business,	and
•	 a	service	to	the	business.
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Various interests: the users
There are two user groups usually interested in the financial details of the business: namely, internal 
users and external users.
•	 Internal	users	include:

– the owner and managers of the business, who would want to know the sales, expenses and the 
resulting profit of the business so that decisions on the future for the business could be made.

•	 External	users	include:
– other businesses, such as suppliers, who are owed money (creditors, or accounts payable); 

these may be concerned if the business is making insufficient profit (or even a loss), in which 
case they may not be paid the money that is owed to them

– government departments, especially the Australian Taxation Office, which is required by 
law to make sure that the correct tax revenue is collected

– lenders, who are concerned that the money lent to the business together with interest will be 
repaid in full and on time

– employees, who are interested in the long-term financial viability of the business and the 
ability to pay leave entitlements when they fall due.

Generally, the term ‘users’ will refer to external users, as internal users have ready access to all 
available financial information or can require it to be prepared for them.

Basic accounting terms
Accounting
Accounting is the process of collecting, classifying, recording, reporting, analysing and interpreting 
financial data to meet the information requirements of the various interests, or users, concerned with 
the operation of a business both internally (within the business) and externally (outside of the business).

Accounting has evolved from a single-entry record-keeping system, dating from around 
4000 BC and covering ownership of property and transactions between parties, to the double-
entry accrual accounting system used by businesses today. Basically, accrual accounting is the 
matching of sales and expenses to the accounting period, usually one year. As a process, accounting 
requirements for information are changing as business becomes more complex and the demands 
for accurate and frequent accounting information are imposed by the many users of accounting 
information. These users include owners, investors, lenders and governments.

Assets
An asset is an item of value to the business, which it can use in its operations.

Assets are what the business owns; they are of economic value to the business, and can be 
expressed as a dollar value.

There are two classifications of assets: current assets and non-current assets.

current assets
Current assets are cash or other assets of the business that will be used, consumed or converted into 
cash	within	the	next	12	months.	Examples	of	current	assets	are:
•	 cash	at	bank, which is money that is held by a bank but owned and used by the business to buy 

and sell goods and services. The words ‘cash’ and ‘bank’ also mean the same as ‘cash at bank’
•	 inventory, which is the term used for all goods that a business has for sale. The words ‘stock’ 

and ‘stock on hand’ also mean the same as ‘inventory’
•	 accounts	receivable, which includes details of all the amounts of money owed by customers who have 

bought goods or services from the business with the agreement that they will remit the money owing 
for that sale within the next month or two. The word ‘debtors’ means the same as ‘accounts receivable’.
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non-current assets
Non-current assets are assets the business expects will still be in use after 12 months, and not 
consumed	or	converted	into	cash.	Examples	of	non-current	assets	are:
•	 land, which is the area of earth, ground, soil or terrain that a business owns and uses in the 

business
•	 buildings	or	structures, which are usually built or constructed on land owned by the business 

and used in its operations
•	 machinery	or	machines, which are used by a business to make goods or products for sale as 

inventory, stock or goods
•	 motor	vehicles, including cars, utilities, trucks, forklift trucks and motorbikes. Trucks bring 

inventory and goods from suppliers into the business, or deliver inventory to customers, while 
cars are used by salespeople to visit customers or by other employees while carrying out their 
work responsibilities. The business uses these motor vehicles, as it does all other assets (both 
current and non-current), to help carry on the business and make a profit

•	 office	equipment, which is the equipment a business uses in the office or administration area. It 
includes such assets as tables, desks, chairs, cupboards, shelving, filing cabinets, photocopiers, 
fax machines and telephone systems

•	 computers (varying from one or two computer terminals or workstations to many hundreds), 
which form an integrated information and communication system between all areas of the 
business

•	 investments, which may arise where the business has paid for a part of another business or has 
purchased shares in another business and intends to maintain or hold on to this investment for 
more than one year.

liabilities
A liability is an obligation of the business that it must eventually discharge or repay. Liabilities are 
what the business owes outside or external to the business.

There are two classifications of liabilities: current liabilities and non-current liabilities.

current liabilities
Current liabilities are obligations that the business is required to satisfy or pay within the next 
12 months. An example of a current liability is:
•	 accounts	payable, which includes details of all the amounts of money owed by the business to 

suppliers from whom it has purchased goods or services, with the expectation that it will pay 
the money owing for that purchase within the next month or two. The accounts payable include 
amounts owing to suppliers for inventory or stock purchased for resale, as well as amounts 
owing for expenses incurred or acquired by the business, such as electricity, telephone, postage 
and stationery. The word ‘creditors’ means the same as ‘accounts payable’.

non-current liabilities
Non-current liabilities are obligations that the business is required to satisfy or pay after or beyond 
12	months.	Examples	of	non-current	liabilities	are:
•	 loan	or	loans from a lending institution or other source; there is a requirement to repay the amount 

that has been received from the loan, but this is expected to occur beyond or after 12 months
•	 mortgage	or	mortgages: this is a special type of loan, but it is usually from a bank or other 

lending institution. The money is only given to the business if the business assigns the title or 
right to a valuable asset of the business as collateral, security or guarantees that the mortgage 
will be repaid.
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owners’ equity
The owners’ equity is what the owners have put into or invested in the business; it is what the 
business is worth. It is an internal liability, as it shows what the business owes to the owner. The 
words	‘proprietorship’	or	‘equity’	mean	the	same	as	‘owners’	equity’.	Examples	of	owners’	equity	are:
•	 capital, which shows the amount and details of what has been invested by the owner in the 

business. Any profit made by the business is added to this capital amount. Any loss incurred by 
the business is deducted from the capital amount

•	 drawings, which includes amounts of cash taken by the owner as well as the value of any 
inventory taken by the owner, which the business had originally purchased to sell to its customers.

revenue
Revenue is the earnings, proceeds or takings from the operations of a business. The word ‘income’ 
means	the	same	as	‘revenue’.	Examples	of	revenue	are:
•	 sales, which includes the total amount or price obtained by the business when it sells its 

inventory or goods. This is the main revenue source for a business selling inventory or goods
•	 fees, which includes the total amount or price obtained by the business when it sells its services. 

This is the main revenue source for a business selling services
•	 commission	received, which is revenue received from selling someone else’s inventory, goods or 

property. It is not usually the main revenue source
•	 interest	received, which is revenue received from investments that the business has made with 

money it has had available. This may include interest-bearing deposits with a bank or other 
borrowing institution. It is not usually the main revenue source

•	 rent	received, which is revenue received from renting to a third party a part or portion of a 
building that the business owns or has available but does not need to use, and has therefore 
decided to earn revenue from by renting it out. It is not usually the main revenue source.

expense
Expense	is	what	is	incurred	or	spent	in	making	the	sales,	and	in	running	the	business.	For	our	
purposes,	‘cost’	means	the	same	as	‘expense’.	Examples	of	expense	are:
•	 cost	of	goods	sold, which is the cost of the goods that have been sold by the business
•	 wages	or	salaries, which are paid to the people who work for the business; they are employees 

of the business
•	 rent	expense, which is the amount paid to another business for the right to use an area of land 

and/or building to store inventory and carry out the activities of the business
•	 postage	expense, which includes the cost of sending and receiving items through the mail — 

that is, Australia Post
•	 stationery	expense, which includes the cost of pens, pencils, biros, markers, paper and pre-

printed forms used by the business.
If the total sales revenue is greater than the total expenses then the business has made a profit; 

this is added to the owners’ equity.

Sales $10 000 – Expense $8000 = Profit $2000

Owners’ Equity $50 000 + Profit $2000 = new Owners’ Equity $52 000

If the total sales revenue is less than the total expenses then the business has made a loss; this 
reduces the owners’ equity.

Sales $10 000 – Expense $11 000 = Loss $1000

Owners’ Equity $50 000 – Loss $1000 = new Owners’ Equity $49 000
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Question 1.1
From the following clues relating to the topic matters covered above, complete the crossword in 

figure 1.2.

Across
 2 It can be an asset or a liability that still exists after 12 months.

 5 An obligation that the business is required to satisfy or pay within the next 12 months 

(2 words).

 8 The type of accounting system used today by businesses.

10 If total sales revenue is greater than total expense then a . . . . . . . . . occurs.

11 Part of the accounting process is the i . . . . . . . . . of financial data.

12 Accounting information is prepared for them.

15 Part of the accounting process is the a . . . . . . . . . of financial data.

16 The . . . . . . . . . users of accounting information have very limited access to accounting 

information.

17 The earnings made from the operation of the business.

18 Accounting is not a science or an art but an ongoing . . . . . . . . . .

Down
 1 Cash is this (2 words).

 3 It is what the owner has put into or invested in the business (2 words).

 4 Other businesses that are owed money are called it (2 words).

 6 This group of users of accounting information usually has full access to accounting 

data.

 7 Accounting exists to provide this to the business.

 9 Part of the accounting process is the c . . . . . . . . . of financial data.

13 It is incurred or spent in making sales or running the business.

14 Items of value used by the business in its operations.

Figure 1.2 Crossword for question 1.1
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Question 1.2
From the following clues relating to examples used above for assets, liabilities, owners’ equity, 

revenue and expenses, complete the crossword in figure 1.3.

Across
 2 The business owes them for purchases of goods and services not yet paid.

 5 A current asset summarising details of what amount is owed to the business and by whom.

 6 The printed word you are reading this from is on it and it is included in this expense.

10 This non-current asset is used in the administration area (2 words).

11 A current asset that shows details of who and how much is owed by customers to the 

business (2 words).

14 An expense for using the mail system.

15 The business has this current asset to sell (3 words).

16 Amounts of cash and inventory taken by the owner.

17 This non-current liability provides money to the business but it has to be repaid.

19 The business uses this non-current asset to make goods or products for sale.

20 These non-current assets are sometimes referred to as work stations.

21 A business selling goods calls the goods this, and it’s a current asset.

Down
 1 This type of loan requires collateral or security and is a non-current liability.

 3 The bank has this current asset but the business owns it.

 4 If you don’t like flying, this non-current asset is very good to keep your feet on.

 7 A current liability that shows details of who and how much is owed to suppliers by the 

business (2 words).

 8 This current asset is used to pay for goods and services (3 words).

 9 Cars, utilities, trucks and forklifts are this non-current asset.

12 This owners’ equity shows what the business is worth and any profit adds to it.

13 A structure that the business may construct and use for its operations; a non-current 

asset.

18 The same meaning as inventory.

Figure 1.3 Crossword for question 1.2
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accounting conventions or assumptions 
and accounting doctrines
Accounting theory
The accounting process creates a common language that enables communication within and 
between different businesses, no matter which language is spoken or what the ethnic background. 
Accounting is used by all businesses.

The accounting language is guided by basic accounting concepts, ideas or thoughts. There are 
ten concepts listed below that are often referred to as conventions or doctrines.

Conventions are general agreements in accounting, which especially relate to standards or 
procedures.

Doctrines or principles are fundamental or general truths upon which other truths depend.

Conventions
Accounting (or business) entity convention
The accounting or financial information of the business is always treated as a separate unit or body 
from the owner’s personal financial information.

The business exists separately from the owner.
For	example,	the	owner	has	a	business,	which	includes	a	warehouse	and	trucks	used	in	the	

business, and these are both recorded (or shown) in the books of the business. However, the house 
where the owner lives and the boat that is used on the weekend is personal property and is not 
shown (or recorded) in the books of the business. Also, the bank account of the business is to be 
kept separate from any personal or private bank accounts.

In accounting, the owner is treated as separate from the business. In a court of law, however, the 
owner of the business may not always be treated as separate from the business.

Accounting period convention
The life of a business, however long it lasts, is broken into equal time periods of at least one year.

The accounting or financial reports are prepared for a specific period of time to enable two 
things: an assessment of the results from the buying and selling of goods, and a meaningful 
comparison with expected or past results.

The new tax system that started in Australia from 1 July 2000, which includes the 10% goods 
and services tax (GST), requires a business that has registered for the GST to complete and submit 
either a Business Activity Statement (BAS) or an Instalment Activity Statement every three 
months; that is, on a quarterly basis. A business with an annual turnover of $20 million or more 
must submit its BAS on a monthly basis. The GST is introduced in Chapter 3 and its effects are 
then covered throughout the book.

A business must still prepare financial reports showing the business’s profit or loss on an 
annual (yearly) basis to the Australian Taxation Office for final assessment of taxation owing 
to the government. The specific time period is usually the financial or fiscal year from 1 July to 
30 June.

A business that has not registered for the GST would have an annual turnover (revenue or sales) 
of less than $75 000.

It is usually not wise for a business to rely only upon annual financial reports, even where the 
annual turnover is less than $75 000. Monthly, quarterly or six-monthly reports can be more 
meaningful, and allow comparisons to be made and corrective action taken where necessary. A loss 
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of $10 000 revealed in an annual financial report might have been avoided if monthly reports had 
been	prepared.	Early	corrective	action	could	have	been	taken	to	change	the	loss	for	the	year	into	a	
profit.

going concern (or continuity of activity) convention
Financial	reports	or	statements	are	prepared	on	the	assumption	that	the	life	of	the	business	will	
continue indefinitely. A business is regarded as a going concern as long as it can pay its bills when 
they have to be paid and the intention of the owner is not to cease business but to carry on with that 
business.

A business is started because the owner expects it to be successful and to earn adequate profits. 
Even	when	the	owner	wants	to	retire,	there	may	be	an	expectation	that	the	business	will	be	sold	
and will carry on indefinitely into the future.

Monetary convention
All financial business transactions or events are recorded in Australian dollars and cents.

If a monetary value cannot be given to a transaction, then it cannot be recorded in the 
books of the business or, eventually, be included in an accounting financial statement or 
report.

The sale of 1000 goods or items for $5.00 each is recorded as sales of $5000. The 1000 units are 
not shown, only the monetary value of those units.

Historical cost (or historical record) convention
The actual amount that a business receives, pays or costs is the amount that is recorded or 
written in the accounting books or records of that business. Non-current assets are recorded at 
their cost.

This convention assumes that the buying capacity of a dollar is the same in the past as it is at 
present. However, this is not the case, as the purchasing power of a dollar is reduced over time by 
inflation.

For	instance,	land	that	was	purchased	by	a	business	15	years	ago	for	$8000	was	recorded	at	its	
cost	of	$8000	and	would	still	be	recorded	in	the	accounting	records	today	at	its	cost	of	$8000.	This	
is	the	case	even	though	the	land	might	be	worth	$80 000	if	it	was	sold;	the	accounting	records	will	
remain	at	$8000	and	not	$80 000.

This can lead to distortions of the worth of a business when only the accounting records are used 
to value items purchased by the business sometime in the past.

In another example, a delivery truck that was advertised for $35 000 is purchased at a special 
sale price of $31 500. The delivery truck is recorded in the books of the business at its cost of 
$31 500 and not at the advertised price.

Despite the valuation problem caused by inflation and the recording of items at their original 
cost to the business, the historical cost convention remains the most commonly used method of 
reporting the financial statements of the business.

One of the alternatives to historical cost accounting is current cost accounting; however, this 
method has considerable problems of its own.

recognition of law convention
Laws that affect the business and the accounting reports of that business are to be followed. This 
takes account of the taxation system, which includes the GST and its far-reaching impact on the 
recording and reporting of accounting transactions and financial statements. The requirement to 
comply with Australian Accounting Standards arises from the Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth).
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Doctrines
doctrine of consistency
The accounting principles used to prepare financial statements should be applied in the same way for 
each accounting period, irrespective of whether the period is a month or a year.

If a business is not consistent in its reporting from one period to another, then significant 
variances or differences may appear to have occurred which in fact did not happen. More 
seriously, a change in valuation or reporting may cover up a problem that the business is 
having.

doctrine of disclosure
The accounting reports should contain information that ensures that the owner understands the 
financial position of the business.

A loss should not be included with other figures if it has the effect of hiding or misleading an 
event of significance. A profit on the sale of a truck should not be included with the diesel and 
other running costs of the truck, as they are two different events. The cost, or expense of running 
trucks, and the profit on the sale of a truck should be shown as separate figures.

The owner relies on the financial reports, and other interested parties — the users — may need 
to as well; all of them expect that full disclosure has taken place. The valuation of inventory or stock 
needs to be consistent, as it has a direct result on the profit of the business and any change in its 
method of valuation must be stated.

doctrine of materiality
The significance, importance or materiality of an amount depends on both the size of a business 
and the importance of the item being considered.

A shortage of $100 from inventory or stock held in a warehouse where the total cost was 
$250 000 may not be considered material or significant, and very little effort may be made to try to 
find it.

However, $100 missing from $250 that was to be deposited in the bank would be material. It 
would result in a significantly detailed investigation as to how and why the money went missing 
and what was required to prevent such an event happening again.

The accounting reports often reflect the doctrine of materiality, where a large business may 
report in hundreds, thousands or millions of dollars, whereas a small business may report in dollars 
or even exact dollars and cents.

doctrine of conservatism
When there is a choice or uncertainty in the results to be reported, the preference is to 
understate the profit results rather than to overstate them: the more conservative approach 
should be taken.

Generally an expense in running the business should be included as an expense of the 
business when it is f irst anticipated. However, revenue would normally be included when  
it has been received, or when there is strong probability that it will be received when it  
is due.

However, this should not lead to a distortion (or misunderstanding) of the financial 
reports, as there should be a full disclosure of why the conservative alternative has 
been taken.
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Chapter  1: Accounting: its foundAtions

Question 1.3
From the following clues relating to topic matters covered in ‘Accounting conventions and 

doctrines’, complete the crossword in figure 1.4.

Across
 1 This doctrine depends on the size and importance of the item being considered.

 3 There should be full . . . . . . . . . so the owner understands the financial position.

 4 The assumption that a business will continue to operate in the future is the . . . . . . . . . of 

activity convention.

 6 To record a non-current asset such as land at its cost rather than what it is now worth is 

applying the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . convention (2 words).

 9 Accounting principles should be applied to the accounts . . . . . . . . . .

11 To understate profit, rather than overstate it, is the doctrine of . . . . . . . . . .

12 Entries recorded in the accounts are expressed in . . . . . . . . . dollars.

15 The business life should be broken into periods of no more than . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(2 words).

16 Non-current assets are recorded in the accounts at their historical . . . . . . . . . .

Down
 2 The life of the business is usually expected to go on . . . . . . . . . .

 5 An assumption that the life of a business continues well into the future is the . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . convention (2 words).

 7 This accounting convention separates the business from the owner.

 8 Unless a dollar value can be given to a transaction then it can’t be entered into the 

accounts. This is an expression of the . . . . . . . . . convention.

10 To enable an assessment of the results of buying and selling to be compared with the past 

and with present expectations, the accounting . . . . . . . . . convention breaks the life of 

the business into equal time lengths.

13 If they affect the business or its reports then they are to be followed.

14 Accounting is used by . . . . . . . . . businesses.

Figure 1.4 Crossword for question 1.3
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accounting standards
establishment of standards
Section 224 of the Australian Securities Commission Act 1989 (Cwlth) established the Australian 
Accounting Standards Board (AASB). It succeeded the Accounting Standards Review Board 
(ASRB),	which	had	been	created	in	1983.

The AASB’s primary responsibility was to develop accounting standards (the AASB Standards) 
in respect of general-purpose financial reporting by reporting entities that are companies. The 
passage of the Corporations Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cwlth) further empowered the 
AASB to develop accounting standards for the private and public sectors (effective from 1 January 
2000)	with	oversight	responsibility	being	undertaken	by	a	Financial	Reporting	Council.

The AASB has adapted the accounting standards of the International Accounting Standards 
Board (IASB) applicable to annual reporting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2005. 
Australian standards that were applicable before 1 January 2005 have been replaced with Australian 
Standards equivalent to those of the IASB.

Although you are not required to learn the names of each standard you should be broadly aware 
of the areas covered by the standards, which are listed below:1

AASB	1	 First-Time	Adoption	of	Australian	Accounting	Standards
AASB 2 Share-based Payment
AASB 3 Business Combinations
AASB 4 Insurance Contracts
AASB 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations
AASB	6	 Exploration	for	and	Evaluation	of	Mineral	Resources
AASB	7	 Financial	Instruments:	Disclosures
AASB	8	 Operating	Segments
AASB	101	 Presentation	of	Financial	Statements
AASB 102 Inventories
AASB	107	 Statement	of	Cash	Flows
AASB	108	 Accounting	Policies,	Changes	in	Accounting	Estimates	and	Errors
AASB	110	 Events	after	the	Reporting	Period
AASB 111 Construction Contracts
AASB 112 Income Taxes
AASB	116	 Property,	Plant	and	Equipment
AASB 117 Leases
AASB	118	 Revenue
AASB	119	 Employee	Benefits
AASB 120 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance
AASB	121	 The	Effects	of	Changes	in	Foreign	Exchange	Rates
AASB 123 Borrowing Costs
AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures
AASB	127	 Consolidated	and	Separate	Financial	Statements
AASB	128	 Investments	in	Associates
AASB	129	 Financial	Reporting	in	Hyperinflationary	Economies
AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures
AASB	132	 Financial	Instruments:	Presentation
AASB	133	 Earnings	per	Share
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AASB	134	 Interim	Financial	Reporting
AASB 136 Impairment of Assets
AASB 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
AASB	138	 Intangible	Assets
AASB	139	 Financial	Instruments:	Recognition	and	Measurement
AASB 140 Investment Property
AASB 141 Agriculture
AASB 1004 Contributions
AASB 1023 General Insurance Contracts
AASB 1031 Materiality
AASB	1038	 Life	Insurance	Contracts
AASB	1039	 Concise	Financial	Reports
AASB	1048	 Interpretation	of	Standards
AASB	1049	 Whole	of	Government	and	General	Government	Sector	Financial	Reporting
AASB 1050 Administered Items
AASB 1051 Land Under Roads
AASB 1052 Disaggregated Disclosures

legal recognition of standards
When making standards, the AASB exercises its statutory powers under s. 334(1) of the 
Corporations Act. Standards have legal enforceability and are to be complied with by a business.

purpose or objective of standards
The basic purpose of standards is to ensure that there is comparability of the financial reports of 
Australian businesses or entities within a prescribed format. These reports must be prepared and 
presented showing the entity in a true and fair view.

The	main	requirements	of	AASB	101	Presentation	of	Financial	Statements	are	that	the	financial	
statements must include five statements plus notes. A complete set of financial statements comprises:
•	 a	statement	of	financial	position	as	at	the	end	of	the	period
•	 a	statement	of	comprehensive	income	for	the	period
•	 a	statement	of	changes	in	equity	for	the	period
•	 a	statement	of	cash	flows	for	the	period
•	 notes,	comprising	a	summary	of	significant	accounting	policies	and	other	explanatory	

information, and
•	 a	statement	of	financial	position	as	at	the	beginning	of	the	earliest	comparative	period	when	an	

entity applies an accounting policy retrospectively or makes a retrospective restatement of items 
in its financial statements, or when it reclassifies items in its financial statements.
AASB 101 also states that an entity may use titles for the statements other than those used 

in the standard. Note that a sole-proprietorship business would not be required to prepare the 
full range of statements and notes prescribed in the standard. The standard also prescribes the 
general considerations that an entity should make when presenting financial reports. The principal 
considerations are listed below.
•	 Fair	presentation	and	compliance	with	IFRSs	(International	Financial	Reporting	Standards)
•	 Selection	and	application	of	appropriate	accounting	policies
•	 The	entity’s	ability	to	continue	as	a	going	concern
•	 Accrual	basis	of	accounting
•	 Materiality	and	aggregation
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•	 Offsetting
•	 Frequency	of	reporting
•	 Comparative	information
•	 Consistency	of	presentation
•	 The	classification	of	items	in	the	financial	statements
•	 A	range	of	disclosures	about	financial	position	and	financial	performance

Detailed objectives are shown within each standard and make for informative, if sometimes 
wordy, reading.

Statements of accounting concepts
Since 1990, there have been four Statements of Accounting Concepts (SACs) prepared by the 
Public	Sector	Accounting	Standards	Board	of	the	Australian	Accounting	Research	Foundation	
and the Australian Accounting Standards Board, and issued on behalf of CPA Australia2 and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia. These are listed below.
SAC1	 Definition	of	the	Reporting	Entity
SAC2	 Objective	of	General	Purpose	Financial	Reporting
SAC3	 Qualitative	Characteristics	of	Financial	Information
SAC4	 Definition	and	Recognition	of	the	Elements	of	Financial	Statements

Effective	from	1	January	2005,	the	Statements	of	Accounting	Concepts	SAC3	and	SAC4	
have	been	withdrawn	and	their	content	effectively	included	in	the	AASB’s	Framework	(see	later).	
However, SAC1 and SAC2 remain applicable.

sAc1 definition of the reporting entity
The Statement of Accounting Concepts SAC1 exists to provide a benchmark that sets a minimum 
quality of financial reports for a business or entity.

This first Statement of Accounting Concepts basically requires reports to provide the external users, 
including individuals, other businesses and governments, with information in the form of financial 
reports that can be relied upon to provide appropriate information. This information can help these users 
to make decisions that relate to their efficient allocation of scarce resources such as time and money.

sAc2 objective of general purpose  
financial reporting
General purpose financial reports are different from detailed departmental reports used within a business. 
They are intended for external users and provide less detailed and summarised information of the 
business	or	entity	as	a	whole.	External	users	cannot	require	or	command	detailed	departmental	financial	
information and it is therefore essential that those general purpose financial reports, showing summarised 
financial information for the business as a whole, provide information that can be relied upon and can be 
compared with other general purpose financial reports issued by other businesses. Put simply, the basic 
aim is to be able to compare apples with apples and not apples with bananas. The users need to be able to 
compare reports that are similar in the presentation and reliability of the financial information provided.

General purpose financial reports need to provide relevant information to enable users to assess:
•	 how	the	business	has	performed	in	relation	to	its	potential
•	 what	is	its	financial	position
•	 where	the	business	obtains	its	finance	or	money	to	operate,	and
•	 on	what	does	the	business	invest	its	finance	to	operate	and	provide	a	profit	as	well	as	a	positive	

cash flow.
Remember, if there is no cash or money then there is no business.
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framework for the preparation and presentation of 
financial statements (the framework)
The	Framework	for	the	Preparation	and	Presentation	of	Financial	Statements	is	abbreviated	to	
the	term	‘Framework’.	This	Framework	is	issued	by	the	Australian	Accounting	Standards	Board	
(AASB)	and	is	equivalent	to	the	International	Accounting	Standards	Board	(IASB)	Framework,	
with changes that make it more relevant and appropriate to Australia.

The	Framework	sets	out	the	financial	reports’:
•	 objective
•	 assumptions
•	 quality
•	 elements,	and
•	 criteria	for	their	recognition.

financial report
The term ‘financial report’ usually includes:
•	 the	statement	of	financial	position
•	 the	statement	of	comprehensive	income
•	 the	statement	of	changes	in	equity,	and
•	 the	statement	of	cash	flows.

For	the	purposes	of	this	book,	the	Statement	of	Financial	Position	will	be	titled	the	Balance	
Sheet, and the Statement of Comprehensive Income will be titled the Income Statement. The 
Statement	of	Changes	in	Equity	and	the	Statement	of	Cash	Flows	are	not	covered	in	this	book,	as	
they relate to more advanced studies in accounting.

Question 1.4
From the following clues involving topic matters covered that relate to accounting standards, 

concepts and the framework, complete the crossword in figure 1.5.

Across
 2 Since January 2000 the AASB has been empowered to develop accounting standards in 

the private and . . . . . . . . . sectors.

 5 AASB 101 is titled Presentation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2 words).

 7 SAC2 refers to general purpose financial reports as being provided to external . . . . . . . . . 

 8 An overall consideration by an entity in presenting financial reports is that the . . . . . . . . .  

basis of accounting is used.

10 The AASB exercises its statutory powers under the . . . . . . . . . Act.

11 Standards have legal . . . . . . . . . and are to be complied with by business.

14 The Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements is 

abbreviated to . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

15 This type of user includes individuals and other businesses.

16 The Statement of Financial Position is referred to in this book as a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . (2 words).

17 Initially the AASB primary responsibility for general purpose financial reports was for 

reporting entities that were . . . . . . . . . .

19 According to the AASB 101 standard, one of the considerations that an entity must 

take into account when presenting financial reports is the . . . . . . . . . basis of 

accounting.

20 The Framework sets out the financial report objective, . . . . . . . . . , quality, elements and 

criteria for their recognition.
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Down
 1 Australian Accounting Standards Board, its abbreviation.

 3 An overall consideration by an entity in presenting financial reports is that each year 

there should be . . . . . . . . . of presentation.

 4 An overall consideration by an entity in presenting financial reports is that the 

presentation and compliance with Australian accounting standards should be . . . . . . . . . . 

 6 The Statement of Comprehensive Income is referred to in this book as an . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . (2 words).

 9 An overall consideration by an entity in presenting financial reports is that the business is 

continuing into the future or that it is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2 words).

12 From 1 January 2005, the AASB has adapted the accounting standards of the . . . . . . . . . 

Accounting Standards Board.

13 SAC1 is titled ‘Definition of the Reporting . . . . . . . . .’.

14 SAC2 is titled ‘Objective of General Purpose . . . . . . . . . Reporting’.

18 Standards applicable before 1 January 2005 have been replaced with Australian 

Standards equivalent to those of the . . . . . . . . . , its abbreviation.

Figure 1.5 Crossword for question 1.4
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types of business ownership, their 
advantages and disadvantages
sole trader
A business that is carried on by a sole trader is owned by one person, who also usually runs and 
manages the business. There may or may not be people working in the business; these are referred 
to as employees of the business and the owner is the employer. This is the simplest form of 
ownership and numerically the most common.
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The sole trader receives all profits and is legally required to bear and satisfy all losses 
personally. The sole trader has unlimited liability to repay amounts owing, or debts, of the 
business.

The total amount of money and other assets brought into the business by the sole trader is the 
capital that the business owes to the owner and is called the owner’s equity.

The sole trader is free to run the business as he or she thinks best and is not answerable to a 
boss. Although such a business is inexpensive and easy to set up and run, additional finance may be 
difficult to obtain. The business name, if different from the owner’s own name, must be registered. 
A business bank account would normally be set up.

partnership
A business that is carried on by a partnership can generally be owned by between two and 
20 people. The partners usually run and manage the business. However, there may be a silent 
partner who does not take any part in the running of the business even though they have 
contributed capital to the partnership.

The amount of the capital that each partner brings to the partnership and the proportion in 
which the profits and losses are to be split amongst the partners is agreed between them and usually 
written in the Partnership Agreement. If a matter is not covered by the partnership agreement, 
then the position as set out in the partnership Act of the state or territory in which the business is 
registered applies.

The partners share in the profits of the partnership. However, they also must share in the losses 
and can each be held personally liable for the debts of the partnership. There is unlimited liability 
on the partners to repay the debts of the partnership.

The partners are able to use their individual skills and specialise in areas for the overall benefit 
of the partnership and therefore should be able to earn more collectively than would be possible if 
they operated individually as sole traders.

It is easy and inexpensive to set up a partnership. The business name should be registered and a 
separate bank account must be used for the partnership.

corporation
The most common type of corporation or company is one that is limited by shares. The 
shareholders hold shares in the company and therefore own it. Shareholders have limited 
liability; that is, their obligation is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on their shares. Beyond 
this, the shareholder is not required to contribute to satisfying the debts of the company. The 
company has a separate legal identity and it can sue and be sued; the shareholders (the owners) 
cannot be sued. The name of a company limited by shares must end with ‘Limited’ or its 
abbreviation ‘Ltd’.

The Corporations Act 2001 indicates that companies are either proprietary or public companies.

proprietary company
A proprietary company is a company limited by shares and is sometimes referred to as a private 
company. The Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cwlth), which became 
effective early in 2000, changed a number of the areas covering these types of companies. 
Since the Act came into force, a proprietary company need only have one member and one 
director, but must have no more than 50 non-employee shareholders and the transferability of 
shares is restricted. The word ‘Proprietary’ or its abbreviation ‘Pty’ must appear in the company 
name; for example, ABC Pty Ltd. A proprietary company can be either a small or a large 
proprietary company.
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To be defined as a small proprietary company, a company must satisfy at least two of the 
following conditions:
•	 gross	operating	revenue	for	the	year	of	less	than	$25	million
•	 gross	assets	of	less	than	$12.5	million
•	 fewer	than	50	employees.

To be defined as a large proprietary company, a company must satisfy at least two of the 
following conditions:
•	 gross	operating	revenue	for	the	year	of	more	than	$25	million
•	 gross	assets	of	more	than	$12.5	million
•	 more	than	50	employees.

public company
The Corporations Act 2001 defines a public company as any company other than a proprietary 
company; it is a company limited by shares. Most public companies, although not all, are 
listed	on	the	Australian	Securities	Exchange.	A	public	company	is	able	to	ask	the	public	for	
funds and its shares are readily transferable; it must have at least one member and at least three 
directors.

A board of directors, who are elected by and act on behalf of the shareholders, manages the 
company. However, the board of directors recommends to the shareholders how much of the profit 
the company should retain and how much should be paid to shareholders as a dividend (a return on 
their investment in the company). Public companies are regulated by the Corporations Act, and they 
can be expensive to establish.

Question 1.5
From the following clues relating to topic matters covered for the different types of businesses, 

complete the crossword in figure 1.6.

Across
 5 The liability of a sole trader and the partners in a partnership is . . . . . . . . . .

 6 They usually run and manage the partnership.

 8 How much capital is contributed and how profits are shared among partners is usually 

written in the Partnership . . . . . . . . . .

 9 A . . . . . . . . . Partner does not take part in the running of the partnership.

12 The company is owned by them.

13 A . . . . . . . . . is owned by between two and 20 people.

14 A business owned by one person is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2 words).

15 The last word in a company’s name is . . . . . . . . . .

Down
 1 This Act regulates companies.

 2 Limited, its abbreviation.

 3 They manage the company on behalf of the shareholders.

 4 Proprietary, abbreviated.

 7 The liability of a shareholder is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on their . . . . . . . . ..

10 A company owned by between one and 50 people is a . . . . . . . . . limited company.

11 If a sole trader operates a business using other than their own name as the business 

name, then the name of that business must be . . . . . . . . ..

13 This type of company is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange.

CONTINUED
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Figure 1.6 Crossword for question 1.5
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Financial transactions and their 
documentation
A business event or transaction occurs when the business agrees to either:
•	 buy	goods,	or	other	items	of	benefit	to	it,	or
•	 sell	goods	or	other	items	which	it	has	and	which	can	be	expressed	in	money	terms.

Business event = Business transaction

Written records arising from business transactions = Documents

Every	transaction	or	business	event	requires	a	document.	There	are	two	types	of	documents:
•	 source	document: the originating (or starting) document, used to record required information 

in the accounting books of the business. It is expressed in money terms and indicates that a 
transaction has occurred; not as a unit of quantity that was sold or purchased

•	 control	document: a document used in the business to control the use, or prevent the misuse, 
of the source documents. Control documents are documents that support a transaction; in 
other words, they provide information that can be used to verify the accuracy and validity of 
the relevant source document. With some exceptions, control documents are for use within 
the business and have no direct use outside of that business. Control documents are an integral 
component of a system of internal control, as they assist in the prevention of misappropriation 
and detection of errors in the processing of business transactions.

preparation of business documents
The following pages contain a description of each of the more commonly occurring transactions of 
a	business,	together	with	an	outline	of	how	the	related	documents	are	prepared.	Each	business	uses	
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documents that are designed to suit its specific needs, and hence their format will be unique to that 
particular business. An organisation’s accounting policies and procedures will generally stipulate 
procedures relating to the conduct of business transactions and the preparation and/or use of the 
relevant documents. These policies and procedures will generally be found in the organisation’s 
operations manuals, and it is essential for employees to be aware of relevant policies and procedures.

purchase for cash and sale for cash
When a business buys inventory or goods for resale or other items for use in the business it may 
have to pay cash at the time they are bought or delivered; that is, the goods or items are paid for at 
the time of purchase.

When a business sells inventory or goods that it has previously purchased for resale, it may 
require the receipt of cash at the time of sale or delivery to the customer; that is, cash is received at 
the time the goods are sold or at the time of delivery.

purchase on credit and sale on credit
When a business buys or sells a good or service, the business transaction may or may not be 
accompanied by the payment or receipt of money. When the business buys, it either pays money at 
that point or will pay in the near future. When the business sells, it either receives money at that 
point or expects to receive money in the near future. If money is not immediately involved with 
the buying or selling transaction then the paying or receiving of money will occur at a later date, 
usually within a month or two. This is referred to as buying on credit or selling on credit, as cash/
money is paid or received after the goods or other items of benefit have been exchanged.

transaction
Transactions can be grouped under the following headings or categories:
•	 pay	money	to	supplier (Business A pays money to business B for inventory/goods or other items 

purchased from business B at an earlier date.) 

Figure 1.7 Business A pays money to business B

Business  A Business  B$

•	 receive	money	from	customer (Business A receives money from business C for inventory/goods 
sold to business C at an earlier date.)

Figure 1.8 Business A receives money from business C

Business  A Business  C$

•	 invoice	to	customer	for	inventory	sold	on	credit (Business A sells inventory to business D by 
sending inventory and tax invoice required by business D.)

Figure 1.9 Business A sells on credit to business D

Business  A Business  DTax Invoice
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•	 invoice	from	supplier	for	goods	and	other	items	purchased	on	credit (Business A buys 
inventory	from	business	E	by	receiving	inventory	and	tax	invoice	requested	from	business	E.)

Figure 1.10 Business A purchases on credit from business E

Business  A Business  ETax Invoice

•	 credit	note	to	customer	for	goods	previously	sold	on	credit (Business A receives inventory 
back, as agreed, which had previously been sold on credit to business D, as some were no longer 
required by business D. Business A then sends a credit note to business D, which reduces the 
amount owed to business A by business D. If there had been a problem with the pricing or 
quality of the inventory and all the actual inventory was still required by business D, then there 
would not have been the return of part of the inventory to business A. However, a credit note 
would still have been issued by business A to correct the pricing or quality problem agreed to 
with business D.)

Figure 1.11 Business A sends credit note to business D

Business  A Business  D
Credit Note

•	 credit	note	from	supplier	for	goods	and	other	items	previously	purchased	on	credit (Business 
A returns inventory, as agreed, which had previously been purchased on credit from business 
E,	as	some	were	no	longer	required	by	business	A.	Having	returned	some	of	the	inventory	to	
business	E,	Business	A	should	then	receive	a	credit	note	from	business	E,	which	reduces	the	
amount	owed	by	business	A	to	business	E.	If	there	had	been	a	problem	with	the	pricing	or	
quality of the inventory and all the actual inventory was still required by business A, then there 
would	not	have	been	the	return	of	part	of	the	inventory	to	business	E.	However,	a	credit	note	
would still have been received by business A to correct the pricing or quality problem agreed to 
with	business	E.)

Figure 1.12 Business A receives credit note from business E

Business  A Business  E
Credit Note

•	 internal	memorandum (Business A authorises in writing the internal adjustment to a 
customer’s account.)

Figure 1.13 Business A authorises adjustment by internal memo

MemoBusiness  A
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•	 pay	money	for	inventory	or	other	items	at	the	time	of	their	purchase (Business A pays money 
to	business	F	for	inventory	or	other	items	at	the	time	they	are	purchased;	this	is	a	cash	purchase	
for business A.)

Figure 1.14 Business A makes a cash purchase from business F

Business  A Business  F
$

•	 receive	money	for	inventory	at	the	time	of	its	sale (Business A receives money from business G 
for inventory at the time it is sold; this is a cash sale for business A.)

Figure 1.15 Business A makes a cash sale to business G

Business  A Business  G
$

pay money
transaction
The business events (or transactions) are:
•	 buy	(or	purchase)	goods	costing	$104.50	for	cash	(or	cheque)	from	Brad	Lewis

Figure 1.16 Business A makes a cash purchase from Brad Lewis

Business  A Brad Lewis

$104.50

•	 pay	Brad	Lewis	$104.50	for	goods	purchased	at	an	earlier	date.	The	purchase	price	includes	the	
GST.

Figure 1.17 Business A pays $104.50 to supplier Brad Lewis

Business  A $104.50 Brad Lewis

source document
cheque butt and cheque
The cheque butt is a source document. The business completes the details, which show the date, 
the business or person being paid (the payee), why the cheque is being paid to the payee and the 
amount	of	the	cheque	(see	figure	1.18).	The	cheque	number	is	used	as	a	reference	number	for	this	
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source document. The cheque is signed by an authorised cheque signatory on behalf of the business 
paying (referred to as the drawer of the cheque).

Figure 1.18 Cheque butt and cheque

Butt Cheque

The Growing Bank
.....................20....

Pay ................................................ or bearer
sum of ...........................................$...........

...............................
420380 

20

To

For

Balance 
Deposits 
sub total 
This cheque
sub total 
Charges 
Balance 

420380

 $         ¢

Brad Lewis

23 March

Purchase of goods 
including GST

104 50

15

When paying a supplier of goods or services it is normal business practice to provide the supplier 
with	details	of	the	payment.	For	a	cheque	payment,	this	information	could	be	included	in	a	
remittance advice, which is a document listing the invoices and credit notes that are included in 
the payment. In some circumstances, an invoice and/or statement of account from a supplier 
will incorporate a tear-off remittance slip, which can serve as a remittance advice. In the case of 
electronic payments, a customer reference number will enable the supplier to identify the customer 
and the transaction/s to which the payment relates.

Further	discussion	on	the	remittance	advice	can	be	found	in	Chapter	5,	in	the	section	dealing	
with accounts payable reconciliations.

control document
cheque request
The cheque request form is known by a number of names, which include cheque requisition 
form, cheque voucher and payment request to mention a few. These forms have several features 
in common: the payee’s name, address, amount, specific reason or justification for payment, the 
name and signature of the person making the request for the cheque and, most importantly, an 
authorising signature giving approval for a cheque to be prepared for the amount shown on the 
cheque request form.
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Part of the process of preparing a cheque request is the gathering and checking of supporting 
documents that provide evidence confirming the validity of the transaction for which the payment 
is being made. Such supporting documents could include, for example, a supplier’s invoice, 
a purchase order, a supplier’s delivery note and a receiving report (if any). These supporting 
documents are generally attached to the cheque request, which is then submitted for authorisation 
by a designated person. Once the cheque is prepared, the cheque and supporting documentation are 
forwarded to the cheque signatories.

The payment by one business results in a receipt being prepared by the business receiving the cheque.

prepare a cheque butt and cheque
In accounting it is important that you can record (or write) the payment details from a cheque butt 
into the Cash Payments journal. However, in practice, it is essential that you can write or prepare 
the cheque and the cheque butt to make a payment following a business transaction or event.

The Cheques and Payment Orders Amendment Act 1998 (Cwlth) amended the definition of a 
cheque in the Cheques Act 1986 (Cwlth) to be:

an unconditional order in writing that: 
(a) is addressed by a person to another person, being a financial institution; and
(b) is signed by the person giving it; and
(c) requires the financial institution to pay on demand a sum certain in money.

There are two types of cheques that we will deal with: crossed cheques and open cheques.

crossed cheque
A cheque is crossed when two parallel lines are drawn across the face of the cheque; it may also 
have the words ‘Not negotiable’ written between the lines. The crossing is usually vertical or 
diagonal across the face of the cheque, as shown in figure 1.19.

Figure 1.19 ‘Not negotiable’ crossing

Payments should normally be made with a crossed cheque as it provides some protection by 
ensuring that the cheque has to be deposited in a bank account. Deleting the words ‘or bearer’ will 
ensure that the person or business named on the cheque (the payee) is the receiver of value for the 
cheque.

open cheque
An open cheque is a cheque that is not crossed. It can be cashed at the bank branch shown on the 
cheque. An open cheque should not be mailed as it has no protection; it is almost the same as cash 
and there is nothing to stop a person from taking the cheque and cashing it. Open cheques are, 
however, necessary so that cash can be obtained from a bank to pay wages or for other reasons.

transactions and cheque preparation
crossed cheque
Figure	1.20	gives	an	example	of	a	blank	or	unused	cheque	(number	543211).	It	is	crossed	and	so	
cannot be cashed; when completed and signed it will have to be deposited into a bank account.
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Figure 1.20 Blank cheque butt and crossed cheque of Dale Prominence

NITROGEN BRANCH 20

PAY OR BEARER

FOR
THE SUM OF $

20

TO

DALE PROMINENCE

543211 

$

Natural Australia Bank

In preparing (or drawing) a cheque there are a few ‘dos and don’ts’ to be followed.
•	 Do	write	clearly	and	legibly.
•	 Don’t	use	pencil;	use	a	ball-point	pen	or	ink.
•	 Do	start	to	write	close	to	the	words,	‘Pay’,	‘The	sum	of ’	and	‘$’.
•	 Do	write	in	today’s	date.
•	 Do	sign	the	cheque.
•	 Don’t	leave	spaces	that	allow	extra	words	or	figures	to	be	added.
•	 Do	complete	the	details	on	the	source	document;	that	is,	the	cheque	butt.

Example 1
Dale Prominence has already prepared (or drawn) the cheque, including the source document, the 
butt,	to	pay	C	Heights	Stationery	Store	$81.40	for	stationery	items	including	pens,	biros,	markers	
and paper (see figure 1.21).

Figure 1.21 Dale Prominence’s crossed cheque payable to C Heights Stationery Store

NITROGEN BRANCH 20

PAY OR BEARER

FOR
THE SUM OF  $

20

TO

DALE PROMINENCE

543210 

$

12 March 15

C Heights 
Stationery Store

Stationery items 
purchased
including GST

81.40

C Heights Stationery Store

Eighty one dollars 40¢

D Prominence

81.40

12 March 15
Natural Australia Bank

Dale	Prominence	(drawer)	has	also	drawn	a	cheque	for	$275	to	Prosperous	Electricity	(payee)	
for three months’ electricity.

You will notice that the number on the cheque (543211) follows on from the previous 
cheque (543210). These numbers are the source document reference numbers (see 
figure 1.22).
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Figure 1.22 Dale Prominence’s crossed cheque payable to Prosperous Electricity

NITROGEN BRANCH 20

PAY OR BEARER

FOR
THE SUM OF  $

20

TO

DALE PROMINENCE

543211 

$

12 March 15

Prosperous

Electricity

Three months
electricity including
GST

275.00

Prosperous Electricity

Two hundred and seventy five dollars 275.00

12 March 15
Natural Australia Bank

D Prominence

open cheque

An open cheque is not crossed and can be cashed at the branch shown on the cheque  
(see figure 1.23).

Figure 1.23 Dale Prominence’s blank open cheque and butt

NITROGEN BRANCH 20

PAY   OR BEARER

FOR
THE SUM OF  $

20

TO

DALE PROMINENCE

543212 

$

Natural Australia Bank

Keep in mind

Example 2
Draw an open (or cash) cheque for Dale Prominence for wages $1200 so that the money can be 
obtained from the Nitrogen Branch of the Natural Australia Bank (see figure 1.24).

Figure 1.24 Dale Prominence’s open cheque payable to Wages, for cashing at the bank

NITROGEN BRANCH 20

PAY OR BEARER

FOR
THE SUM OF  $

20

TO

DALE PROMINENCE

543212 

$

12 March 15

Wages

Wages for the
week ended 10
March

1200.00

Wages

One thousand two hundred dollars         1200.00

12 March 15
Natural Australia Bank

D Prominence
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Question 1.6
Write the missing word in the space provided, using the following words: cashed, deposited, 

drawer, payee.

a A crossed cheque has to be . . . . . . . . . in a bank account, but an open cheque can be . . . . 

. . . . . at the branch shown on the cheque.

b The business to whom a cheque is made payable is the . . . . . . . . . and the person signing 

the cheque is the . . . . . . . . .

Question 1.7
Prepare the appropriate cheque and cheque butt at today’s date for D Haren to:

a Pay L Reyes $99 for the purchase of inventory or goods for resale.

b Pay the rent of $220 for the next month to L J Booker.

c Pay wages by cash for the past week of $990.

Question 1.8
Prepare for A Rossana the appropriate source documents and cheques on the date shown in 

August 2015:

a August 10: Cash for wages $640.

b August 15: Paid telephone account to Telstra $319.

c August 21: Roads & Traffic Authority $561 for vehicle registration.

d August 28: Payment of purchase for resale from M Solis of $242 worth of inventory.

cheque banking process
A crossed cheque usually goes by mail to the payee (the business being paid). The business that 
is owed the money (the payee) puts (or deposits) the cheque in its bank account. The cheque is 
processed through the banking system and eventually ends back at the bank of the drawer (the 
person who signed the cheque) where it is shown as a reduction from the amount of money that the 
drawer holds at the bank.

other forms of payment
In today’s computer-based business environment, the cheque has become a less common means 
of payment. The advent of the Internet has resulted in the ability to transfer funds electronically 
between the bank accounts of individual parties. Banks and other financial institutions provide 
customers with access to electronic banking facilities, allowing them to conduct a range of 
transactions	via	electronic	funds	transfer	(EFT).	For	example,	most	businesses	pay	employees’	
salaries and wages by electronic transfer to their personal bank accounts, and many suppliers of 
goods and services offer facilities for electronic payment of amounts owing. In addition, businesses 
are able to use debit cards and credit cards to pay for goods and services purchased from another 
business. The use of a debit card or a bank-issued credit card (Visa or Mastercard) results in a 
transfer of funds from the business’s bank account, normally within 24 hours, and is therefore 
recorded as a cash purchase.

The method of recording payments in the accounting records of a business, whether by cash, 
cheque,	debit	card,	bank-issued	credit	card	or	electronic	funds	transfer,	is	essentially	the	same.	For	
this reason, and in the interests of simplicity, the processing of electronic payments is not dealt with 
in detail in this book.
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receive money
transaction
The business events (or transactions) are:
•	 receipt.	Butler	Engineering	received	a	cheque	for	$148.50	from	Nola	Moxey	for	amount	owing.	

The	cheque	must	be	made	out	to	the	business,	Butler	Engineering,	dated	and	signed	by	Nola	
Moxey. The amount in words and the amount in figures must agree and be for the amount 
required. All of these would need to be confirmed as part of a checking process carried out on a 
daily basis for all cheques received by the business.

Figure 1.25 Butler Engineering received money from customer Nola Moxey

Butler
Engineering

Nola Moxey$148.50

•	 cash	sale.	Butler	Engineering	received	$93.50	for	inventory	or	goods	sold	for	cash	including	
10% GST.3

Figure 1.26 Butler Engineering makes a cash sale

Butler
Engineering

Business X

$93.50

•	 cash	register.	Butler	Engineering	received	$8106.62	for	inventory	or	goods	sold	for	cash	
including 10% GST.

•	 credit	card.	Butler	Engineering	accepts	various	credit	cards	as	payment	from	customers	for	
amounts owing for previous credit sales as well as cash sales. The procedure to be followed must 
comply with the requirements of the specific bank that is providing access to the credit card 
facilities. This can involve obtaining authorisation for amounts over a specified level, which 
must be recorded on the documentation.

source documents
receipt and duplicate receipt
There are many shapes and sizes of receipts. However, they all acknowledge the receipt of money 
and there are usually two copies: the original and a duplicate(see figure 1.27). The original receipt 
goes to the business or person from whom the money was received (the payer). The receipt shows:
•	 the business’s or person’s name
•	 what the money was received for
•	 the amount, both in words and in figures
•	 the signature of the person representing the business, who has received the money. 

The duplicate receipt is retained by the business and the receipt number is the reference for this 
source document. If the receipt is prepared because a cheque has been received, then the person 
making out the receipt must first confirm that the cheque is payable to the business receiving the 
cheque and that it is signed and dated.
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Figure 1.27  Butler Engineering’s receipt and duplicate receipt showing money received 
from customer Nola Moxey

Receipt No. 022 

Duplicate receipt

Original receipt

Date  Receipt No. 022
Received from  
The sum of  

Being for  
$ Signature  

on behalf of Butler Engineering

15 July 2015

15 July 2015

Nola Moxey

Nola Moxey

One hundred and forty

One hundred and forty

eight dollars 50ç

eight dollars 50ç

June account

June account

148.50

148.50

B Butler

B Butler

cash sale docket and duplicate
If a business uses cash sale dockets and they are being used as source documents, then it is 
necessary	for	a	duplicate	copy	to	be	held	by	the	business	(see	figure	1.28).	The	duplicate	may	be	
treated as an individual document, or the total of the day’s duplicate cash sale dockets may be used 
as a bulk (or total) source document, with only the totals for the day being used. There are many 
variations specific to individual businesses.

Figure 1.28 Cash sale docket

HAY BROTHERS & CO. 
Irrigation & Machinery Dealers 

Date  20

Cash Sale Docket No. 74009 

27 September

Cash Sale

85 00

93 50

8 50

Pump Fittings

10% GST

15
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cash register tape
A cash register docket, usually given when goods are purchased and a cash register is used to hold 
the money, is but one of many transactions that would be made in a day. At the end of the day, that 
particular cash register is totalled (see figure 1.29).

Figure 1.29 Cash register, daily tape totals

REGISTER #1258 

17 July 2015 

Total of items
i.    2785.70
ii.    3258.45
iii.    1325.50

Total     7369.65
GST        736.97

$8106.62
REGISTER TOTAL

Question 1.9
Prepare receipts for J Lawson, whose business has received the following amounts:

a 2 June 2015: $100.10 cheque from J Adam for a cash sale.

b 6 June 2015: $83.60 cash from a sale of inventory for cash.

This solution is used in question 1.10.

other ways of receiving money
In today’s computer-based business environment, not all money received by a business will be in 
the	form	of	cash	or	cheques.	For	most	businesses,	the	humble	cash	register	has	been	replaced	by	a	
sophisticated point-of-sale (POS) input device that is able to process receipts from customers who 
use	debit	cards	(EFTPOS)	and	bank-issued	credit	cards	to	pay	for	goods	and	services	supplied	by	
the business. Money received in this way is transferred directly into the business’s bank account, 
normally within 24 hours. In addition, banks and other financial institutions provide customers 
with access to electronic banking facilities, allowing them to conduct a range of transactions via 
electronic	funds	transfer	(EFT).	For	example,	it	is	common	for	a	business	to	receive	an	amount	
owing from a credit customer via an electronic funds transfer from the customer’s bank account to 
the business’s bank account.

The method of recording receipts in the accounting records of a business, whether in the form 
of cash and cheques or through the use of debit cards, bank-issued credit cards or electronic funds 
transfer,	is	essentially	the	same.	For	this	reason,	and	in	the	interests	of	simplicity,	the	processing	of	
electronic receipts is not dealt with in detail in this book.

control documents
Bank deposit, duplicate
The money a business receives, both cash and cheques, should be banked. It should not be used 
to pay for any purchases. Payments should be made separately by cheque; otherwise it will not be 
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known how much has been received or how much has been paid by the business when reporting the 
profit or loss of the business.

The total of all monies received is to be banked: the total of the receipts, the total of the cash 
sales, the total of the cash registers. Banking should occur on a regular basis, usually once a day. 
From	a	control	basis,	the	bank	deposit	should	be	prepared	with	a	duplicate	and	the	bank	should	
stamp the duplicate, which is then held by the business to indicate that the bank has received 
the money from the business for that day. This bank-stamped duplicate deposit must be sighted 
and signed by a senior authorised employee to confirm that there have been no alterations to the 
duplicate copy, which can be an indication that there may have been a substitution of cheques 
deposited. This could indicate an attempt to falsify business records for illegal reasons.

The receipt of money by one business is due to a payment by another business.

Bank deposit preparation
Different banks have different deposit forms; the Natural Australia Bank deposit form is shown 
in figure 1.30. There would normally, but not always, be a duplicate for the business to keep. The 
deposit is completed, including the notes, coin and cheque details if necessary, and then totalled.

Figure 1.30 Bank deposit, blank

DEPOSIT

DATE 20

NOTES

COIN

CHEQUES

CREDIT (Deposit to the account of) 

DRAWER BANK BRANCH

TOTAL

Phosphorous Branch

Natural Australia bank

Bank deposit process and batching of receipts
As stated earlier, when a business receives money it is desirable that this money be deposited in the 
business’s bank account on a regular basis, preferably daily. An important part of this process is 
ensuring that the total money received on a particular day agrees with the total deposited for that 
day. In other words, amounts to be deposited constitute a ‘batch’ of deposit items and the batch 
total must agree with the total amount shown on that day’s bank deposit slip.

A batch of deposit items could consist of a combination of:
•	 amounts	received	through	the	mail,	evidenced	by	duplicate	copies	of	receipts	issued	by	the	

business
•	 cash	sales,	evidenced	by	duplicate	copies	of	cash	sale	dockets	issued	by	the	business
•	 cash	and	cheques	received	through	the	cash	register,	evidenced	by	the	daily	cash	register	tape	details.

A typical method used to process a batch of deposit items is to generate a bank deposit batch 
report, listing and totalling the various categories of amounts received and agreeing this total with 
the total on the bank deposit slip. This method is illustrated in figure 1.31.

Where a business is equipped to process electronic transactions through a POS input device, 
these transactions will result in a direct transfer of funds to the business’s bank account. These items 
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will not be included in a bank deposit slip but will appear in the next statement of account that the 
business receives from its bank. To document these transactions for internal control purposes, the 
business may generate a variety of reports, such as direct debit transactions listings and electronic 
transfer reports.

T Payee has prepared a bank deposit batch report and a bank deposit slip for amounts received 
on 13 August, 2015 (see figure 1.31).

Figure 1.31 Bank deposit batch report and bank deposit slip for T. Payee

Bank deposit batch report of T. Payee Date 13 August 2015
Batch item Cheque details Cash

Drawer Bank Amount Notes Coin
$ c $ c $ c

Receipts (Nos 1054–60)
Cash 75 00 4 80
Cheques H Bean Regal, Sydney 91 30

R Rogers Irish, Orange 47 00
Cash sale dockets (Nos 111–13)
Cash 100 00 5 80
Cheques D Fleay Regal, Rye 20 00
Cash register tape
Cash 760 00 34 50
Cheques N Poustie NSW, Sydney 140 00

Totals 298 30 935 00 44 30

Deposit details $ c

Cash 979 30

Cheques 298 30

Total deposit 1 277 60

Natural Australia Bank
Phosphorous Branch

  DEPOSIT

DATE 13 August 2015

CREDIT (Deposit to the account of) Notes 935 00
T Payee Coin 44 30

DRAWER BANK BRANCH Cheques
H Bean Regal Sydney 91 30
R Rogers Irish Orange 47 00
D Fleay Regal Rye 20 00
N Poustie NSW Sydney 140 00

Total 1 277 60

deposit and banking process
It is not the receipt but the bank deposit that is processed through the banking system. In 
Chapter 7 you will be comparing your records with those of the bank; this is a bank reconciliation 
(or agreement).

Question 1.10
Using the information in question 1.9, prepare a bank deposit for each day for J Lawson to 

the Natural Australia Bank. The cheque for $100.10 was drawn on the Strate Bank, Hopeton 

Branch.
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Question 1.11
Prepare the receipts and bank deposits of J Crowe for the dates shown in November 2015. 

Banking is deposited at the end of each day.

a November 6: Cash sale $209 – cheque from T Timms drawn on Commonwealth Bank at Scone.

b November 6: $165 cheque from S Byrne, drawn on ANZ bank at Yass, for rent now 

received.

c November 17: Sale of goods for cash $88 from M Postma.

d November 28: Sold goods to M Beatty having received her cheque for $220 drawn on 

Commonwealth Bank, Ulladulla.

e November 28: Received cheque from Ukansel for commission received $330. Cheque drawn 

on National Bank, Port Kembla.

f November 28: $98 cash for sale of goods from J Holt.

Question 1.12
In a modern business environment:

a list and briefly describe the additional forms of payment that can be used (i.e. other than 

cheques or cash)

b list and briefly describe how money can be received by a business (other than in the form 

of cheques or cash).

Question 1.13
Using the information below relating to Billie Taylor for 15 April 2015, prepare:

a a bank deposit batch report

b a bank deposit slip.

Details of amounts received for the day are:

Cheque details $ c

Name Bank Branch

Receipts issued
No 375 (cash) 45 00
 376 (cheque) M Eckett NSW Newcastle 147 65

Cash sale dockets

No 006 (cash) 68 00

 007 (cash) 15 00

Cash register tape

Cash 675 50

 Cheques N Leighton Victoria Broken Hill 225 00
J Walsh Regal Sydney 42 70
M Ivetic NSW Hay 98 00

sell goods on credit
transaction
The business event (or transaction) is:
•	 tax	invoice	to	customer	for	goods	sold	on	credit.

Figure 1.32 Dubbo Book Nook sells on credit to Dunedoo Soil Co-op

Dubbo Book
Nook

Dunedoo
Soil Co-op 

Tax Invoice
$44.00  
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The Dubbo Book Nook has sold goods, following the receipt of an authorised purchase order, to 
its customer Dunedoo Soil Co-op and has sent the original tax invoice.4 The money has not yet 
been received for the goods, but if the money is received within ten days then Dubbo Book Nook 
will allow Dunedoo Soil Co-op a discount of 3% (or $1.32); otherwise $44.00 should be received 
within	30	days	from	the	end	of	June;	that	is,	by	31	July.	The	tax	invoice	duplicate	is	number	11893	
and is the source document for Dubbo Book Nook to record the selling of goods on credit (see 
figure 1.33). A credit sale is a sale in which goods are given but cash is not immediately received 
in exchange for those goods. The selling business expects to receive the money by an agreed 
future date.

Figure 1.33 Dubbo Book Nook’s tax invoice on credit sale to Dunedoo Soil Co-op

Phone/fax: (02) 6881 3404 Main Street, Dubbo NSW 2830
ABN: 12 345 467 890
Tax Invoice No. 11893

15 June 2015

SOLD TO

Dunedoo Soil Co-op
Mendooran Road
Dunedoo 2844 

Customer No. Order Number Trading Terms 

1612 Phone V Nicholas 3% 10/net 30 days
DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

How Can I Use Herbs in my Daily Life
by Isabell Shipard

 1

 Add 10% GST 4.00

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE $44.00

E&OE

40.00 40.00

Dubbo Book Nook

source document
tax invoice to customer
The sale by one business (Dubbo Book Nook) is a purchase by the other business (Dunedoo Soil 
Co-op). When looking at the source document for buying goods, an invoice (or a tax invoice using 
GST terms) can be viewed in two ways:
1 a	credit	sale; that is, from Dubbo’s position. Dubbo Book Nook has sold to Dunedoo Soil 

Co-op and uses or processes a duplicate of the tax invoice it has retained in its records. The 
processing indicates that inventory has been sold and that it is awaiting receipt of a cheque from 
Dunedoo Soil Co-op

2 a	credit	purchase; that is, from Dunedoo’s position. Dunedoo Soil Co-op has purchased 
from Dubbo Book Nook and processes the original of the tax invoice it received with the 
goods. The processing indicates that goods have been purchased and that it must pay Dubbo 
Book Nook.

control documents
Part of the process of preparing a tax invoice for the sale of goods or other items on credit is the 
gathering and checking of supporting documents that provide key information relating to the 
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sale transaction. The thorough checking of these supporting documents is an important internal 
control mechanism that will ensure that the selling business supplies the required inventory to 
the right customer at the correct price, and that all information in the tax invoice is accurate. 
Errors	detected	during	this	checking	process	should	be	corrected.	The	supporting	documents	are	
as follows:

customer purchase order
The purchase order from the customer will provide information relating to the nature and quantity 
of goods required, the address for delivery and billing and the required delivery date, if any.

inventory price list
The selling business should maintain a detailed current price list covering all items of inventory that 
it has available for sale.

picking slip
A picking slip is intended for use in a business that sells a large number of different goods, such as 
a bookshop or food distributor. It is used to help a storeperson select (or pick) the goods from the 
store or warehouse.

despatch docket
A despatch docket is similar to a delivery docket, and is usually prepared as part of the invoice set 
of documents. It is signed by the business receiving the goods (Dunedoo Soil Co-op) and returned 
to the business selling the goods (Dubbo Book Nook) as evidence that the goods have been 
received.

sales to customers who use non-bank-issued credit cards
As stated earlier in this chapter, when a business sells goods or other items to a customer who pays 
at the time of sale with a bank-issued credit card (Visa or Mastercard), the transaction is recorded 
as a cash sale as the amount is credited to the business’s bank account within 24 hours.

When	a	customer	uses	a	non-bank-issued	credit	card	(Diners	Club	or	American	Express)	to	
pay for a sale, there is a delay of several days before the card provider settles the amount owing to 
the	business	by	transferring	the	funds	to	the	business’s	bank	account.	For	this	reason,	such	sales	are	
treated by a business as credit sales, with the card provider recognised as a debtor to the business 
until the amount owing is settled.

 When processing these types of sales, a business is required to issue a tax invoice and receipt to 
the customer. The business retains a record of the transaction, which could be in electronic form or 
in the form of a copy of the tax invoice and receipt. 

Buy goods and other items on credit
transaction
The business event (or transaction) is:
•	 tax	invoice	from	supplier	for	goods	and	other	items	purchased	on	credit.

Figure 1.34 Louth Purchasing Co purchases on credit from Bourke Suppliers

Louth
Purchasing 

Bourke
Suppliers

Tax Invoice
$616.00  
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Louth Purchasing Co has bought (or purchased) inventory or goods from its supplier, 
Bourke Suppliers Co. The goods have not yet been paid for, but are to be paid for within 
30 days; that is, 30 days from the end of the month, or 30 November 2015. The tax invoice 
for	$616	is	the	original	and	bears	the	number	29778.	This	numbered	invoice	is	the	source	
document for Louth Purchasing Co to record the purchase of inventory or goods on credit (or 
paying cash later).

Figure 1.35 Louth Purchasing Co’s tax invoice on credit purchase from Bourke Suppliers Co

Supply Street, Bourke NSW 2840
(02) 6872 2287 ABN: 98 765 432 187

29778
Tax Invoice

SOLD TO DELIVER TO

Louth Purchasing Co Shed behind 
Wilcannia Road Shindy’s Inn 
Louth generator
NSW 2840 

Date Customer Number Customer Order Number

27.10.2015 LOU05 LPC 8597 
Description Qty Unit Amount 

Price Payable 

20 L Drums of Degreaser 45.004
1

180.00
Nudger NG 14 Gate 380.00 380.00

560.00

Add 10% GST 56.00
TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE $616.00

E&OE 

BOURKE SUPPLIERS Co

source document
There are many shapes and sizes of tax invoices and again a business will adapt its source 
documents to meet the information needs of its owners and meet the requirements of its customers 
(see figure 1.35).

A tax invoice can be viewed in two ways:
1 a	credit	purchase; from Louth’s position. Louth Purchasing Co has purchased from 

Bourke Suppliers Co and it processes the original tax invoice it has received with the goods. 
The processing indicates that goods have been purchased and that it needs to pay Bourke 
Suppliers Co

2 a	credit	sale; from Bourke’s position. Bourke Suppliers Co has sold to Louth Purchasing 
Co and it processes a duplicate of the tax invoice it has retained in its records. The 
processing indicates that inventory has been sold and that it is awaiting payment from 
Louth Purchasing Co.
The purchase by one business (Louth Purchasing Co) is a sale by the other business (Bourke 

Suppliers Co).
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control documents
When a business receives a tax invoice for the purchase of goods or other items on credit, the 
invoice should be checked against supporting documents that provide key information relating 
to the purchase transaction. The thorough checking of these supporting documents is an 
important internal control mechanism that will ensure that the purchase invoice is valid and 
contains accurate information. Before the goods or other items included on the invoice are paid 
for, it is necessary for the purchasing business to confirm that it has ordered and received the 
goods, that the goods were received on time and in a saleable or useable condition, and that the 
price	and	other	details	on	the	invoice	are	correct.	Errors	detected	during	this	checking	process	
should be corrected and the supplier contacted if required. The supporting documents are as 
follows:

purchase request
The purchase request form may be known by various names including the purchase order 
requisition and purchase approval form. These forms are intended to make sure that a business only 
purchases what it wants, at a price that it is prepared to pay by a specific date; and finally, that the 
purchase is authorised.

purchase order
The purchase order, signed by an authorised business employee, is the official business 
document prepared by the customer/purchaser and given to the supplier, which advises the 
supplier that the specified goods are required by a particular date at a specified price. The order 
will show: 
•	 a	number,	which	is	to	be	quoted	on	the	supplier’s	tax	invoice	when	the	goods	are	invoiced	(or	

charged) to the customer/purchaser
•	 the	delivery	address
•	 an	indication	whether	the	goods	are	GST-free	or	include	GST
•	 any	other	details	believed	necessary	by	the	business.

delivery docket
The delivery docket is usually prepared as part of the supplier’s tax invoice set of documents, but 
does not include the price or value of the tax invoice. It is included, as its name suggests, with the 
goods when they are delivered.

The delivery docket is signed by the customer when the goods are received. It is usually held by 
the receiving business as well as the supplier, who keeps a signed copy to confirm that its customer 
received the goods. Both businesses can use the signed delivery docket to confirm that the buying 
business has received the goods shown on the tax invoice.

receiving report
A receiving report (or ‘goods received advice’) is a document generated by the Receiving (or Goods 
Inwards) section of a business. It is prepared as goods and other items are received from suppliers 
and its purpose is to notify various sections of the business (Purchasing, Storeroom, Accounting 
etc.) that inventory has arrived. As it is prepared independently of the delivery docket, it provides 
additional evidence of the receipt of goods from suppliers and therefore has an important place in 
a system of internal control over purchases. The use of receiving reports is normally restricted to 
larger business entities.
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purchases from suppliers via non-bank-issued credit cards
As stated earlier in this chapter, when a business uses a bank-issued credit card (Visa or Mastercard) 
to purchase goods or other items, the transaction is recorded as a cash purchase as the amount is 
debited to the business’s bank account within 24 hours.

When	a	non-bank-issued	credit	card	(Diners	Club	or	American	Express)	is	used	to	pay	for	
purchases, there is a delay of several days before the card provider settles the amount owing 
to	the	supplier.	For	this	reason,	such	purchases	are	treated	by	a	business	as	credit	purchases,	
with the card provider recognised as a creditor of the business until the amount owing is 
settled.

When processing these types of purchases, a business will receive a tax invoice and receipt from 
the supplier. The business retains these documents as a record of the transaction, for later entry into 
its accounting records. 

return or allowance for inventory  
previously sold on credit
transaction
The business event (or transaction) is:
•	 credit	note	issued	to	customer	upon	return	of	goods	purchased.

The ‘return’ of inventory previously sold on credit arises when there is a physical return of the 
good/item by the customer to the warehouse/store.

Figure 1.36  Business A received inventory back from business D and then sent a credit 
note to business D

Business A Business D
Credit Note

An ‘allowance’ arises where there is an overcharge arising from an error in pricing, quality or 
condition on receipt, or when it is uneconomic to have faulty goods returned and they are either 
kept or recycled/dumped by the customer.

An approved credit note is issued by the supplying business to the customer when it is satisfied 
that the inventory has been received back into store in good order or condition, or that the allowance 
is appropriate. The issuing of a credit note is not an action that the business takes lightly; credit 
notes normally require the approval of a supervisor or other appropriate person.

 A credit note is often in a similar format to the business tax invoice except that it shows ‘tax 
credit note’ or ‘adjustment note’ and not ‘tax invoice’; it has its own numerical sequence and is 
sometimes printed in red ink.

return or allowance for inventory or goods, expense 
items or non-current assets previously purchased on 
credit
transaction
The business event (or transaction) is:
•	 credit	note	received	from	supplier	upon	return	of	goods	purchased.

The ‘return’ of inventory or goods, expense item or non-current assets previously purchased on 
credit arises when there is a physical return of the good or item to the supplier.
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Figure 1.37  Business A returned goods to business E and then received a credit note from 
business E

Business A Business E
Credit Note

An ‘allowance’ is where there is an overcharge arising from an error in pricing, quality  
or condition on receipt, or when the supplier indicates that the good/item can be either kept  
or recycled/dumped as it is uneconomic to have the faulty good/item returned to the  
supplier.

A ‘return’ is appropriate where the good/item is physically returned and ‘allowance’ where there 
is no physical return.

A credit note is received by the business from its supplier and this is often the signal for the 
tax invoice, which originally charged the inventory or goods, expense item or non-current asset 
to be processed and paid together with the credit note. If a tax invoice from a supplier is paid 
and then a credit note is requested, it is sometimes difficult to encourage the supplier to process a 
credit note.

internal memorandum
transaction
An internal memorandum is an adjustment to the records or books of the business, which has no 
effect outside the business. It is essential that it is appropriately authorised, and that this authorisation 
is kept with any other relevant documentation to provide a reason for the action taken as a result.

source document
internal memo (or note)
This final heading or category covers internal adjustments required by the business, which should 
be communicated in writing.

control document
internal memo, authorised
It is important, from a control point of view, that the internal communication be signed by a person 
who is authorised (or allowed) to request that an internal adjustment be made. These internal 
adjustments will be discussed at length, later in the book.

statement of account
As a service to its credit customers, a business will normally provide each customer with a monthly 
statement of account, which is a summary of all invoices, credit notes and remittances received during 
the period, together with the total amount owing. This document is a valuable tool that enables 
each customer to reconcile the final balance owing with details contained in its own accounts 
payable records.

	Further	discussion	on	the	statement	of	account	can	be	found	in	Chapter	5,	in	the	section	
dealing with accounts receivable reconciliations.
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Question 1.14
Write the missing word(s) in the space provided, using the following words: duplicate copy, 

cheque, control, duplicate receipt, memo, original, receipt, receives, sends, source.

a An originating or starting document is called a . . . . . . . . . document.

b With some exceptions, the . . . . . . . . . document is used within a business and does not go 

outside of the business.

c To pay money the business could prepare a . . . . . . . . . and the source document would be 

the cheque butt.

d When the business receives money it could prepare a . . . . . . . . . and the source document 

would be the . . . . . . . . ..

e When the business buys on credit it . . . . . . . . . the . . . . . . . . . tax invoice from the 

supplier and processes it as the source document.

f When the business sells goods on credit it . . . . . . . . . the original invoice and the source 

document is the invoice . . . . . . . . ..

g The source document for an internal adjustment to the books of the business is usually an 

authorised internal . . . . . . . . ..

Question 1.15
List the supporting documents that must be checked by a business during the process of:

a preparing a tax invoice for sale of goods or other items on credit

b checking the validity and accuracy of a tax invoice received from a supplier for purchases 

of goods or other items on credit.

filing of documentation
No matter how good internal controls are, or how well the procedures and authorisations exist and 
operate, if you cannot find the documentation when it is needed then the controls and procedures 
have been seriously impaired. Documentation will be needed when paying a supplier by cheque and 
when receiving a cheque from a customer, but it also may be needed months or even several years 
later as a result of an Australian Taxation Office (ATO) audit of the business accounts and records. 
An inability to locate documentation for the ATO can result in significant costs to the business, as 
expenses may not be allowed as deductions. This increases the profit, which increases the tax owed 
to the government and can result in the imposition of fines. Documentation may also need to be 
readily available for auditors on at least an annual basis if they are involved with verification of the 
business’s annual accounts.

Most documentation should be securely held by the business for a minimum of f ive 
(preferably seven) years, with each business having a clear policy on what is kept for what 
length of time.

 Documents can be retained in either hard copy or in electronic form. Hard-copy files should be 
securely stored in a logical and systematic manner to facilitate retrieval. Access should be restricted 
to authorised personnel. Similarly, electronic files should be stored in a logical and systematic 
manner, with access restricted through the use of computer user identification and passwords. In 
addition, a system of regular back-ups of electronic files should be in place to avoid the loss of vital 
information.

filing of payments
Purchases on credit will eventually need to be paid, either by cheque or electronically. The 
payments can be filed by sequential cheque and/or electronic reference number.
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The purchase tax invoice, checked, authorised and approved, should have attached to it:
•	 the	business	copy	of	the	authorised	purchase	order,	which	should	show:

– the account to which the purchase is to be allocated in the financial accounts, plus
– the price and quantity required, and
– the date the purchase is required to be delivered to the business

•	 a	signed	delivery	docket	indicating	the	receipt	of	the	quantity	on	the	purchase	order.
•	 where	applicable,	a	receiving	report,	confirming	that	the	items	purchased	have	been	accepted	

and checked by staff in the Receiving department of the business. 
The number of the purchase tax invoice is listed on the cheque requisition or electronic payment 

request, together with any other purchase tax invoices being paid to the same supplier, and any 
related documents, such as supplier credit notes. All are filed together under the sequential cheque 
number or electronic reference number unique to that payment.

Other payments should also be filed with the authorised and approved payment documentation 
so that cheque signatories or persons approving electronic payments can also check that all 
tax invoices are approved for payment before the cheque is signed or the electronic payment is 
processed.

filing of receipts
Business copies of the sales tax invoices are usually filed sequentially by their tax invoice number. 
A credit sale should eventually result in a payment being received from the customer to whom the 
credit sale was made. If the payment is by cheque, it will be accompanied by a remittance advice 
indicating the tax invoice(s) being paid. If there is no remittance advice, one must be prepared 
internally, showing the total of the cheque and the details of what is being paid (it may be necessary 
to contact the customer to confirm which tax invoices are being paid by that cheque). The duplicate 
of the bank deposit must be stamped by the bank and signed by a senior accounting officer when it 
comes back from the bank. It is filed with the remittance advices and any duplicate receipts where 
they are prepared by the business. 

 Remittance advice details, duplicate receipts, duplicate cash sales dockets and cash register tape 
details need to be agreed in total to the total of the day’s banking.

Documentation retained by a business for a cash sale is minimal, as there are usually no details 
of the person to whom the sale was made. The most important aspect is that all the money received 
by the business is banked to the business bank account. The total of the daily cash sales will need to 
be determined and filed chronologically on the day it is banked.

All receipts, remittance details, cash sale dockets, cash register tapes and duplicate deposits are 
filed together in chronological order. 

 If a customer pays for a credit sale using electronic means, there is generally a unique 
customer reference code, which allows the business to identify the customer and the details of 
the payment. 

Further	details	for	internal	controls	for	cash	receipts	are	included	in	Chapter	7.

filing of customer quotes and sales orders
Sales quotes and sales orders are filed by customer or in chronological order, depending upon the 
particular circumstances of the business. They are ideally referenced to the date when the inventory 
was shipped, probably with a copy of the customer tax invoice.
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filing of data to support the preparation of  
journals and monthly accounts
Information used as input for journals is filed chronologically. Working papers relating 
to monthly accounts are filed together for that particular month. Access to these working 
papers—especially the working papers of annual accounts—and the accuracy, cross-referencing 
and completeness of monthly accounts cannot be stressed enough. Working papers protect 
the employee who prepares the journal, as they provide readily accessible reasons for the 
preparation of each journal.

It is assumed that every journal prepared in this book satisfies the accuracy requirements 
of data and authorisation, and that the filing of reports and working papers occurs accurately 
and in a timely manner. This applies to the General journal (f irst used in Chapter 3) and 
to the Specialised journals: Sales Distribution journal, Purchase Distribution journal, 
Cash Receipts journal, Cash Payments journal and Cash Book (first used in Chapter 4 and 
throughout the book).

employee environment
The ‘recognition of law’ convention includes laws that relate to occupational health and safety 
(OH&S) for all employees. These laws cover all areas of work in all industries, and are complex and 
very detailed.

It is desirable that accounts are prepared in a well-appointed, smoke-free office with as much 
natural	light	as	is	possible,	which	is	conducive	to	productive	and	meaningful	work.	Equipment	and	
facilities are reliable, free of hazards and safe.

ethics as it applies to accounting
The word ‘ethics’ can mean many things to many people, but to accounting it has meaning similar 
to principles, morals and beliefs, as they relate to professional conduct.

The	Accounting	Professional	and	Ethical	Standards	Board	(APESB)	has	issued	‘APES	
110	Code	of	Ethics	for	Professional	Accountants’.5 The code requires that accountants 
conduct themselves ethically and act in a professional manner in relation to behaviour in the 
areas of:
•	 integrity: the need to maintain a straightforward, honest, truthful and fair approach to 

professional work
•	 objectivity: the need to be fair and not allow conflicts of interest, undue influence of others or 

bias to override objectivity
•	 professional	competence	and	due	care: the need to perform professional services diligently in 

accordance with applicable technical and professional standards as well as to maintain a high 
level of professional knowledge and skill

•	 confidentiality: the need to respect the confidentiality of information acquired in the course 
of work and not to disclose information to a third party without specific authority or unless 
there is a legal or professional duty to disclose it; not using confidential information for personal 
advantage or the advantage of third parties

• professional	behaviour: the need for conduct consistent with the good reputation of  
the profession and to refrain from any conduct that might bring discredit to the  
profession.
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Question 1.16
Using the jumbled words below, unscramble the six areas that relate to the requirements of 

accountants to be ethical and act in a professional manner. The jumbled word may or may not 

relate to two words; however, the workbook indicates if there are one or two words.

a CDEURAE

b IYTETNRGI

c JTYIIBCOETV

d AFILOPRSENOS COEPECEMTN

e FDITLAIITNEOYNC

f REPNIFOSSAOL AOUVBIHER
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Revision questions
Confirm your understanding of the relevant elements of competency and performance criteria by 
completing the following questions.

Question 1.17
Write down how you would explain to a relative or friend what accounting is and what it is about.

Question 1.18
Define the following accounting terms and provide examples of each:

a assets

b liabilities

c owners’ equity

d revenue

e expense

Question 1.19
Can you find the following 17 basic accounting terms in the find-a-word puzzle? Each word is in a 
straight line but the line can be in any direction, including diagonal and reverse. Where the word 
consists of more than one word it is shown as a joined word, for example ‘current asset’ will be 
shown as ‘currentasset’. The words are:

 accounts payable

 accrual

 analysing

 asset

 collecting

 current asset

 current liability

 expense

 interpreting

 non-current

 owners’ equity

 process

 profit

 revenue

 service

 tax

 users

J U B U H N G M P N D Z F L W A J S T F

E E O G N I S Y L A N A T I E M I W R L

S V P P K G S G W N O N C U R R E N T M

R X V Q D P R R E V E N U E V S Z N E A

Y O F A C C O U N T S P A Y A B L E L O

S E R V I C E H P R O F I T U D V P E D

M P O X O P Y P S Q Z A T E S S A M G O

Z L T X U K C O L L E C T I N G Q S M W

B D Y E X S S E C O R P W F J H K A M N

F T E J S M R C I D R W K R D M C R W E

C G O C H S Q H N R J M Y A Z C E E F R

V I C I B M A W K A Q M C A R A B N P S

H Y D S Y U O T N K T Q I U F C Q X W E

E G R C U R R E N T L I A B I L I T Y Q

K S A E C V X Q G E Y L R A S Q V T B U

F Z N W N A I W F Z R B Y I Q A T U H I

I J H E V V L F K P X R Z M G E A T C T

D N B I P U F S R E S U U Q K H X G Q Y

R I K Y T X J H Y D J H O C Y G I C X T

C M X O A B E A G N I T E R P R E T N I
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Question 1.20
From the 22 scrambled examples of current assets, non-current assets, current liabilities, non-
current liabilities, owners’ equity, revenue and expenses you are required to unscramble the letters 
to create account names.

a togesap

b olan

c grwiadns

d troegagm

e eivtebcnascolrauec

f ahbakncats

g botserd

h etcirsrod

i ihevtslcmeoro

j igubdnil

k eyhamncri

l taailpc

m hcas

n anbk

o daln

p buepnltcacaoasy

q iqeftefncuopemi

r yntvinroe

s rumetoscp

t assel

u cdantnshoko

v okcst

Question 1.21
For each of the following business transactions or events, indicate the name of the convention or 
doctrine that applies.

Business Transaction or Event Name of Convention or 
Doctrine

 1 Annual accounts were prepared.

 2 The business pays amounts owed, through the business bank account.

 3 The business expects to remain in existence into the foreseeable future.

 4 The business will be a law-abiding entity.

 5 The payment of hockey fees for the owner’s child is not a business expense.

 6 The price of cars has increased from what the business paid last year.

 7 The business was unsure how to record in its books the sale of goods to 
overseas, as the invoice was required to be in US$.

 8 The business commenced in January and wanted to prepare its accounts in line 
with the fiscal year.

 9 Almost identical land and buildings next to the one owned by the business were 
sold for $30 000 more than the business had paid for its own premises three 
years earlier.

10 The business valued its inventory this year in the same way it had valued it last 
year.

11 The business explained in its report the effects of changing the way it valued its 
inventory this year from the one used in previous years.

12 The loss on the sale of machinery was shown separately from the cost of 
maintaining and running all machinery during the year.

13 The $75 inventory loss was not treated as a separate expense.
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Question 1.22
There are six accounting conventions and four accounting doctrines but three of the conventions 
have acceptable alternative names. From the thirteen scrambled words you are to name the 
conventions and doctrines.

a tiooiicyntutycnvitfa

b oreiognngncc

c drlactocrieriohs

d tmeocvnraiss

e eoitwlgnnacofori

f eialrtymait

g dgoiocnrptiacnue

h ncosetincys

i teayctntiingnuco

j dcsrieusol

k asoociitlcrtsh

l ntaoeyrm

m ytssuninetbies

Question 1.23
What is the purpose or objective of standards and how does AASB 101 contribute to that?

Question 1.24
What is the Framework and how is it involved with the financial report?

Question 1.25
What are the names of the following Australian Accounting Standards Board standards?

a AASB 101

b AASB 102

c AASB 107

d AASB 112

e AASB 116

f AASB 127

g AASB 134

h AASB 137

i AASB 138

j AASB 141

Question 1.26
Complete the following statements and locate the missing word(s) in the find-a-word puzzle. 
The answer is in a straight line but can be in any direction, including diagonal and reverse.

a This Act regulates companies.

b Limited, its abbreviation.

c This type of company is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange.

d They manage the company on behalf of the shareholders.

e Proprietary, abbreviated.

f The liability of a sole trader and the partners in a partnership is . . . . . . . . . ..

g They usually run and manage the partnership.

h The liability of a shareholder is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on their . . . . . . . . . ..

i How much capital is contributed and how profits are shared amongst partners is usually written 
in the Partnership . . . . . . . . . ..

j A . . . . . . . . . . partner does not take part in the running of the partnership.

k A company owned by between 1 and 50 people is a . . . . . . . . . . limited company.

l If a sole trader operates a business other than using their own name as the business name then 
the name of that business must be . . . . . . . . . ..

m The company is owned by them.

n A . . . . . . . . . . is owned by between two and 20 people.

o A business owned by one person is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(2 words).

p The last word in a company’s name is . . . . . . . . . ..

CONTINUED
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P M P O P F W D G S S X P R I I Q Y X W

F P D T I I Z Q U A W L S P K Q P T F G

D I B Q Y J V H D N T S M J J C P O Q T

C H P Y W M Z Z P E L P I W B B U H S N

I S E M C T W T B D R I G L B W A N R E

L R T O J Q J U E O R E M T E U V B E M

B E Y R Y T L Q P J S S T I S N Z M N E

U N W M N B K R S K R N R S T D T A T E

P T Z I U L I R A K E O R O I E B N R R

F R S N A E O F N Y D I T L K G D C A G

S A N A T T D H E Y L T U E T X E K P A

S P X A C G T L S C O A M T A Z D R R X

W W R E X H L X Q I H R Q R K L Z M S D

K Y R T U R D O Y A E O V A X I W F N O

J I A W S P P O L T R P N D N M H G K Y

D T S P E T C A T C A R A E K I O U K J

A Q F L R F Q P E Z H O X R S T L G G N

S S K G A S D L U R S C R G D E F W G L

S L W S H I P B L I C D W Y T D J D A A

I A K H S K S C A V H X O H K H L M O S

Question 1.27
On 10 January 2015 Meredith Jane’s Restaurant placed a purchase order for cleaning supplies for 
the business from Glenn Peters Cleaning Supplies. The goods and the original tax invoice, number 
75963, for $398.97 arrived on 13 January. However, on checking the prices on the invoice against 
the purchase order, Meredith Jane found there was an overcharge on one of the main items and 
she requested a credit note for $74.80. The credit note, number 290145, for $74.80 arrived on 
25 January. The payment terms were net 30 days; payment was made towards the end of February 
so that it would arrive at the supplier’s address by 25 February.

Prepare a cheque for the net amount owing by Meredith Jane’s Restaurant to her supplier, 
Glenn Peters Cleaning Supplies.

Question 1.28
Nicola Paige prepares a receipt for each of the amounts received during March 2015. She prepares a 
deposit on the same day money is received and goes to the bank to deposit the total receipts for the 
day. What are the values of each of the deposits made for Nicola during the month of March, and 
what was the total deposited at the bank for the month of March?

•	 3	March:	Cheque	received	for	goods	sold	on	credit	$2131.80.
•	 3	March:	Cheque	from	a	cash	sale	$282.04.
•	 6	March:	$2505.03	received	from	an	account	receivable	for	monies	owed.
•	 9	March:	Cash	sale	$532.07.
•	 9	March:	Rent	received	of	$693.00	for	rent	owing	by	tenant.
•	 12	March:	$803.00	cash	received	for	cash	sale.
•	 12	March:	Cheque	received	from	customer	$2147.20.
•	 23	March:	Cash	sale,	received	$402.05.
•	 28	March:	$1045.00	from	cheque	received	for	a	cash	sale.
•	 28	March:	Cash	sale	$1196.80.
•	 28	March:	Received	from	an	account	receivable	$804.10.
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Question 1.29
The Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board states that there are five areas in which 
accountants must display a certain standard of professional conduct or ethics. What are they? 
Explain the ethics and give a meaningful example of each area.

Question 1.30
Define and give examples to explain the significance of the following conventions and doctrines 
used in accounting:

a accounting entity convention

b accounting period convention

c going concern convention

d historical cost convention

e doctrine of consistency

f doctrine of materiality

g doctrine of conservatism

Question 1.31
On 27 July 2015 purchase order 59 was received for two (2) copies of the book How Can I Use Herbs 
in my Daily Life by Isabell Shipard at a unit price of $44 ($40.00 + $4.00 GST) from Dunedoo Soil Co-
op at Mendooran Road Dunedoo 2844, customer number 1612. The books were sent and invoiced 
on the day the order was received. The purchasing officer from Dunedoo Soil Co-op was advised 
that from 1 July 2015 the trading terms were net 30 days and that was accepted.

Complete the blank tax invoice shown in the Workbook.

Question 1.32
Louth Purchasing Co in Wilcannia Road Louth 2840 purchased on credit 3 Nudger NG14 gates from 
its supplier, Bourke Suppliers Co on net 30 days terms. The purchase order number was LPC 8995. 
Tax invoice number 41987 is dated 6 April 2015 and the customer number is LOU05 and the goods 
were correctly delivered. The selling price each of $418 ($380 + $38 GST) agrees with the purchase 
order. The purchase order indicated delivery as ‘the shed behind Shindy’s Inn generator’ in Louth.

Complete the blank tax invoice shown in the Workbook.

Question 1.33
Briefly outline the filing requirements for:

a sales invoices

b purchase invoices.
In your answer you are to indicate the types of documents that should be filed and the 

sequence in which they should be filed.

Endnotes
1 The listing of standards is from http://www.aasb.com.au/Pronouncements/Current-standards.aspx.
2 http://www.aasb.com.au/Pronouncements/Statements-of-accounting-concepts.aspx.
3 Students are not required to add 10% GST to any values. All prices will include the GST unless specifically advised. 

As you will see from Chapter 3 onwards, there are special ways the GST has to be accounted for when processing 
transactions through the accounts of a business.

4 The term ‘tax invoice’ rather than simply ‘invoice’ is used to comply with the requirements of the GST. To satisfy 
these requirements, the tax invoice must also show various details, including the Australian Business Number of the 
 supplier.

5 http://www.apesb.org.au/
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